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TINO’S 

• Full dinner menu 

• 23 varieties of Pizzas 
• Whole wheat and 

white crust 
• Pizzas to go- 

-cooked and uncooked 

15th and Willamette 
Hours: 

Mon.-Thurs. 11:00-Midnight 
Frt. 11:00-1:00 a.m. 

Sat. 5:00-1:00 a m. 

Sun. 5:00-11 00 p m 

The E M U. Cultural Forum and 
the Interfraternity Council Presents 

The World’s Largest 

The Kingsmen 
performing the original 

“LOUIE LOUIE” 
Plus The Rockin’ Razorbacks 

Open to Public • Mac Court 

Tickets: $5 in advance; $6 Day of Show 
Tickets Available EMU Mam Desk. Earth River Records. Diana's. Face the Music 

Friday, October 7 • 9:00 p.m. to midnight 

r 

2S9 EAST FIFTH AVENUE 
EUGENE, OREGON 
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Coffee houses make 
coffee an experience 

Coffee from a vending machine is like liquid tar 

and it eats a hole through even the strongest 
stomach walls. How anyone could drink it is 

unimaginable. 
For modern, health-conscious coffee drinkers, 

the act of drinking java should be more than a means 

to an end. 
That means more than just getting wired. 
Because coffee has been recently linked to 

everything from pancreatic cancer to diabetes 

(although inconclusively), it just doesn't make sense 

to take the beverage for granted. 
If you're going to drink it, you might as well en- 

joy it. That means making coffee an experience, if 
even a minor one. 

The only real place to feel any sense of what cof- 
fee should be and has been is at a coffee house. Cof- 
fee houses are seeped in history and romance which 

gives them an distinctive atmosphere. 
Walking into The Beanery or the High Street Cof- 

| fee Gallery, two coffee houses close to the Universi- 
1 ty, is not quite like walking into a coffee house of 

17th-century London, but vestiges of the past in- 

[ herently remain. 
Those coffee houses of the past were the hubs of 

intellectual activity in Europe, where scholars and 
f budding writers often sat talking in the smoke-filled 

rooms. 

These "penny universities" served as important 
[ centers for discussing the issues of the day during 

the restrictive puritanical reign of Oliver Cromwell. 

I The Reagan Administration may not be quite that 

photo by Mark Pynt»s 
A cup of espresso at the High Street Coffee Gallery 
isn't a penny, but it's worth the price. 

Graphic by Shawn Bird 

restrictive and leading intellectuals now go to discos 
in New York City, but coffee houses still offer 

something different from anything else. 
Someone once described it as "dusty," but the 

High Street Coffee Gallery has a special atmosphere 
that can only be labeled European. 

In a large old house at 1243 High St., the gallery 
has simple wooden chairs, tables and booths that 

give the place an intimate and comfortable feel. 
While jazz or classical music plays softly on the 
stereo, relaxing with a good cup of coffee is easy. 

High Street also has a few outside tables with 
umbrella covers located behind the building for 
those times when the weather is nice. 

The coffee at both High Street and The Beanery is 
on par with the best Eugene has to offer, and the 

prices aren't that bad. Unlike some places, you don't 
feel rushed. 

The Beanery is closer to campus, at 790 14th Ave., 
where the Homefried Truckstop used to be. The at- 

mosphere isn't quite as intimate, but it still has a 

"sense of history" about it. 
There are some nice additions to the Beanery, 

such as study lights on the outside tables and a glass 
tank full of cold, clear water. The coffee cups sit filled 
with hot water to keep the cups warm. The overhead 
fans also add a nice touch. 

The Beanery exclusively serves Allann Brother’s 
coffee, a Corvallis-based roasting company. 
Although not many are familiar with it, the name is 

pronounced more like "elan" than "Allen." 
Coffee houses are more than just coffee, 

although the coffee is very good. The atmosphere 
and sense of history is enough to help alleviate any 
fears of recent scientific findings. 

And remember, coffee machines may be quick, 
but espresso they're not. 

Kraig Bohot 

1984 GRADS 
APPLY NOW 

EMPLOYMENT 
U.S. CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE 

AGENCY 
Unique professional opportunities for those seniors and graduate students 

completing work In: 

Computer Science 
Economics 

Engineering (aero, electronic, mechanical, nuclear) 
Foreign Area Studies 

Languages (Russian, Eastern European, Middle Eastern, 
Asian) 

Mathematics (applied) 
Photographic Interpretation 

All initial assignments are in the Washington, D.C. area. Some 
require foreign residence. U.S. Citizenship required. Minimum 
processing time is six (6) months. OBTAIN YOUR APPLICATION 
FROM YOUR CAREER PLACEMENT OFFICE ON CAMPUS 
RESUMES/APPLICATIONS MUST BE MAILED AS SOON AS 
POSSIBLE TO P.O. BOX 36103, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102. 
QUALIFIED APPLICANTS WILL BE INTERVIEWED AT AN EARLY 
DATE. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 


